
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

KIDS ZONE 
      

                                  

  

Materials Required: Available toys, dolls and utensils 
from the kitchen. 

 The child and the parents can enjoy a pretend play 
time.  

 He /She can set up a play house with a kitchen, 
bedroom or living room. Let the child design the 
space according to his / her own creativity. 

Learning Outcome: This activity will help to develop the    
child’s social, emotional and language skills. 

Materials Required: Any empty milk/juice tetra 
pack, paints, paint brush, white paper, glue, 
scissors, 4 bottle caps and sketch pen. 

 Take an empty tetra pack, paint it with a colour 
of your choice and let it dry. 

 Cut two rectangular strips from the white paper 
and stick on each side of the bus and draw 
windows on it as shown in the given picture. 

 Draw/stick faces of children on the windows. 

 Stick bottle caps for wheels on all four sides. 

 Write “SCHOOL” with a sketch pen on the side 
and the school bus is ready to go. 

Learning Outcome: This activity will help to enhance 
eye-hand coordination and creativity in children. 

GET SET GO 

 
  

 

 

 
 

INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

PRE-PRIMARY SECTION 

ISM/PP/KGII-10                       ACTIVITIES FOR KG II                                                  17.05.2020                              

Dear Parent,  
  

The teaching methodology for Pre-Primary section is activity based.     Hereby, we provide you 

with a list of activities that can be conducted at home under the guidance / supervision                        

of parents. These activities can be carried out with the readily available materials at home.                                          

The ultimate aim of teaching is also achieved by carrying out these activities, and it will be          

shared twice a week.   

Kindly requesting parents to share photographs of your ward doing these activities. 



  

UTTERLY AMAZING 

 

Materials Required: Strips of coloured paper of your 
choice, stapler and sketch pen. 

 Cut strips of colour paper.  

 Write short positive messages / values on the 
strips like share your toys, be truthful, be friendly, 
respect your elders, say sorry etc. 

 Staple one end of the strip with the other end to 
create a circle .Ensure that the words are facing 
outwards and is visible. 

 Take a new strip and insert one end of the strip 
through the circle which was made earlier as 
shown in the picture. 

 Now staple again both the ends of the second 
strip. 

 Continue the above steps with the remaining strips 
and you will get a long chain of goodness. 

Learning Outcome: This activity will help to develop 
eye-hand coordination, fine motor skills and moral 
values. 

 Materials Required:  Paper, pencil/pen, flash cards 
with alphabets on it if available at home. 
 

 Parents should explain the name and relationship 
of different family members like grandfather, 
grandmother, uncles, aunts etc. 

 They can also write down the names of the 
relatives on different papers. 

 Let the child create a family tree using these 
names. 

 The child can also form the names with letter 

flash cards if available at home.  

 

Learning Outcome: This activity helps the child to 
know more about family and strengthen 
relationships. 

FAMILY CIRCLE 

 
 

 


